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Abstract
In recent years, a physical phenomenon referred to as Negative Group Delay (NGD) or
superluminal wave propagation has been implemented in electronic circuitry and shown
to temporally advance the detection of analog signals. Specifically, the output of such a
circuit precedes the complete detection of its input as the group (and therefore time)
delay through the circuit is negative. In this article we describe the background and
theory behind this phenomenon, discuss its implementation in electronics and
demonstrate a specific biomedical signal application (the human ECG). We discuss
some key NGD circuit design considerations/configurations and potential applications in
which this technology could offset or eliminate entirely closed loop control system
delays.
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I. Introduction
Negative Group Delay (NGD) refers to a phenomenon whereby an electromagnetic
wave traverses a dispersive material or electronic circuit in such a manner that its
amplitude envelope (its “group”) is temporally advanced through the media rather than
undergoing a temporal delay. This indicates that a portion of the wave is traveling
superluminally, i.e., at a speed greater than c, the velocity of light in a vacuum (300,000
km/s). The effect of NGD is that a frequency bandlimited waveform emerging from a
medium is actually shifted back in time with respect to the same wave entering into the
medium – a highly counterintuitive but nevertheless real and observed effect.

In the research literature, the terms Superluminal Wave Propagation and Faster-thanLight propagation have been used to describe this phenomenon [1-7,15,23]. The use of
these particular labels has resulted in some controversy among engineers and
scientists investigating the phenomenon (discussed further in Section IIC below). The
overall effect of NGD on signal propagation may more accurately and appropriately be
referred to as Temporally Advanced Signal Detection (TASD). Our group has also used
the term Signal Advance (SA) when referring to specific embodiments (e.g., in circuitry)
and applications of the associated technology.

The effect is associated with a number of wave-media interaction mechanisms. These
include anomalous dispersion, evanescent propagation, and wave interference. The
effect is regularly observed to occur in ultrafast laser systems as well [7]. It has also
been demonstrated in electronics with lower frequency signals [3,4,5]. A number of
applications have been described in the literature in which TASD purportedly improves
operational efficiency and system performance in several domains including transistortransistor communication [3], signal sampling and processing [8], feed-forward
amplification [9], microwave applications [10] and signal cable transmission [11]. As off
this writing, no references in the literature have yet been found reporting biomedical
signal applications of TASD, nor of applications in closed-loop control/interventional
systems.
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In this article we report some of the findings on TASD modeled and implemented in
electronic circuitry applied to a variety of constructed-simulated waveforms and to
human electrocardiograph (ECG heart beat) signals. Our focus here is on the
implementation and potential applications of TASD in electronic circuitry. The article
includes a background section discussing signal propagation and group velocity, the
theoretical basis for the phenomenon along with its causal implications. We follow this
with a discussion of basic circuitry that exhibits the SA effect. We then review a number
of studies on the subject. Practical considerations regarding signal conditioning, and
cascaded/parallel SA circuit configurations are discussed as well.

A specific SA circuit we designed and developed using both SPICE circuit simulation
software and mathematical modeling is discussed. The circuit’s stability and transient
response were analyzed and its characteristics in terms of gain, phase and group delay
relative to frequency are provided. The SA circuit model designed for an appropriate
frequency range is then tested using a series of simulated/constructed signals and
single human heartbeat ECG records. The gain, temporal advance and output signal
distortion analysis results are then described. Finally, we discuss potential applications
of SA technology that could improve the general responsiveness of a broad range of
both biomedical and non-biomedical applications.

II. Background, Definitions and Theory
Fig. 1 illustrates a standard top level black box system configuration showing a linear
time invariant (LTI) “allpass” filter characterized by its impulse response function h(t)
with a continuous analog input signal x(t) yielding output signal y(t). The input and
output are related through the convolution y(t) = x(t) * h(t). The filter’s gain as a function
of frequency is G(jω) = |H(jω)|, where H(jω) is its transfer function (the Fourier transform
of h(t)). The filter’s phase response is defined as φ = arg(H(jω)). Assuming H(jω) is a
continuous function of frequency ω, the filter’s group delay is defined as the negative of
the derivative of its phase with respect to frequency, or () = - dφ()/d [13].
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Figure 1. LTI allpass filter with input and output signals.

For frequencies in which () > 0 (i.e., positive group delay), the output signal at those
frequencies is a temporally delayed version of the input signal. Conversely, for
frequencies in which () < 0 (i.e., negative group delay), the output signal at those
frequencies, by definition, is a temporally advanced version of the input signal. In this
case, it would appear that (at least) a portion of the filter’s output signal precedes the
complete detection of its input signal. This leads to the abovementioned contradiction
regarding causality which we discuss in more detail below. First, we review the history
and background of TASD with particular emphasis on wave physics.
In the early years of the twentieth century, the physicists Arnold Sommerfeld and Léon
Brillouin [12] described a phenomenon in which a significant portion of the energy of an
electromagnetic waveform (such as an optical signal or an electrical signal) appears to
propagate through a dispersive medium (including various types of semiconductors)
with superluminal velocity.

The distance and speed could in fact be such that the

waveform traverses the media with little or no time delay at all, or could actually even
emerge from the media advanced in time relative to when the waveform entered into the
media in the first place.
The manner with which waveforms traverse such media appears to be anomalous or
counterintuitive. At first glance it seems that causality is violated as the waveform
emerges from the medium before it has fully entered into it (i.e., the input signal has not
yet been completely detected). It has been shown however that this is not the case –
TASD in fact does not violate causality.
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A. Components of Waveform Velocity
To understand this seemingly contradictory behavior it is important to point out that
electromagnetic propagation is characterized by five unique waveform velocities as
described by Léon Brillouin [12]. These are


Phase velocity - the speed at which the phase of any one spectral frequency
component of the wave travels.



Group velocity - the speed at which the variations in the shape of the wave's
amplitude (known as the modulation or envelope of the wave) propagates.



Front velocity - the speed of an abrupt signal discontinuity (signal abruptly turned
on or off). It is considered as the very beginning of the signal in time, and it never
exceeds c.



Energy velocity - the speed of energy transfer.



Signal velocity - the speed of information transfer, which, under various
conditions, may be equivalent to one or more of the above four velocities.

According to Brillouin, the “front velocity will correspond to the speed at which the first,
extremely small (perhaps invisible) vibrations will occur, while the signal velocity yields
the arrival of the main signal, with intensities on the order of the magnitude of the input
signal.” [12].

Typically, the signal velocity is equivalent to both the group and energy velocities. While
the front velocity cannot exceed the speed of light, in special cases (e.g. media or
circuitry that amplifies the initial or anterior-most portion of a waveform and attenuates
the posterior portion), “… the group velocity … can be greater than the velocity of light
c, can be infinite and even negative!” [12]. That is, the detection of a pulsatile input or
extended-in-time waveform at the output of the medium can precede its complete
detection of the waveform at the input.

During the time interval between the arrival of the wavefront (front velocity) and the
actual detection of the group waveform, electromagnetic energy begins to propagate
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through the medium, the magnitude of which is not detectable until the oscillations
achieve sufficient amplitude (Fig. 2). These very early, very low energy (typically
undetected) perturbations (referred to as “forerunners” by Brillouin) actually contain
sufficient information to reproduce a temporally advanced signal.

TASD may be accomplished by using a high-gain electronic oscillator to amplify the
earliest waveform deflections [1,3,15]. A temporal advance may not, however exceed
the signal front establishing a theoretical signal detection or group velocity advance
upper limit [1,3,12].

Electrophysiological (and many other types of) signals are typically characterized by a
waveform amplitude envelope that propagates at the group velocity. Thus, for most
bioelectric waveforms (examples include the electrocardiogram, or ECG, the
electroencephalogram or EEG and the electromyogram or EMG), the signal velocity
itself is equivalent to the group velocity.

Figure 2. Waveform velocity components.

B. System Response Functions
To illustrate the relationship between phase and group delay, the gain, phase and group
delay responses relative to frequency of a simple two-stage SA circuit model designed
to temporally advance a 0.3 Hz sine wave are shown in Fig. 3 (the model was also
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physically

implemented

in

electronic circuitry) [13]. Viewing
the circuit’s gain function in Fig.
3A, this particular circuit functions
as a lowpass filter. As such, the
circuit’s

transfer

function

will

differentially alter the gain of the
output signal with respect to its
input over a spectral range of 0.1
to

1.0

Hz

as

shown.

For

frequencies in which the phase
(Fig. 3B) has a negative slope
(less than 0.275 Hz and greater
than 0.325 Hz), the group delay
(Fig.

3C)

is

positive.

For

frequencies in which the phase
has a positive slope (between
approximately 0.275 Hz and 0.325
Hz) the group delay is negative,
decreasing very rapidly to just
under

-450

ms

(stated

alternatively, a temporal group
advance of +450 ms).

Note
Figure 3: Gain, phase and group delay
relative to frequency.

that

response

the
is

group
decidedly

delay
not

constant over the frequency range
shown in Fig. 3C. If a signal comprised of multiple frequencies in this range were
applied to this circuit, its frequency components would undergo differential temporal
delay and/or advance. This would mean that the circuit’s output signal would be (at
least) a moderately distorted version of its input, the extent of this distortion being
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dependent upon the degree of non-constancy of both the circuit’s gain and group delay
responses.

Fig. 4 shows results of an experiment performed by passing a Gaussian shaped
waveform having an effective frequency of exactly 0.3 Hz through this two-stage SA
circuit. Note that the peak of the output signal actually precedes the complete detection
of the input signal peak by approximately 450 ms as predicted by the group delay graph
(Fig. 3C). Note also that the shape of the output signal is almost identical to that of the
circuit’s input signal (the overall output has been uniformly amplified).

However, the non-constancy of the gain and group delay responses (Fig. 3) severely
limits this circuit’s potential utility to temporally advance an input signal consisting of
broader spectral content. due to the distortion of the input noted above. To address this
deficiency, we developed and tested an SA circuit that displays both a constant gain
and negative group delay over a frequency band relevant for a variety of biomedical as
well as non-biomedical signals.

Figure 4. Gaussian pulse input and temporally advanced output.
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C. TASD and Causality
As TASD implies superluminal wave velocity [3,5,6] it raises a question as to whether or
not causality is violated in media or electronic systems that demonstrate the
phenomenon. This question was addressed in studies in which the input signal was
suddenly discontinued. This resulted in a simultaneous (rather than advanced)
discontinuity (signal or waveform abruption) in the output demonstrating that a causal
relationship between the input and output waveforms does indeed exist [1,3,5]. The
causality issue was further examined in a study in which detection of the temporally
advanced output peak was used as a trigger to abruptly discontinue the input signal
before reaching its peak amplitude [2]. This resulted in a damped oscillation in the
temporally advanced output waveform, again demonstrating that causality is not
violated in such media/systems.

TASD essentially imparts a phase shift to an input signal thereby advancing its
detection without violating causality. TASD has been demonstrated with both narrow
and wideband audio signal inputs in which, over a band-limited spectral range, the
phase has a positive linear slope with respect to frequency [5]. The remainder of this
article describes implementation of TASD in electronic circuitry only.

III. Implementation in Basic Electronic Circuitry
TASD has been demonstrated to occur in
electronic circuitry developed by a number of
workers [1-6]. A simplified block diagram of a
typical SA circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
The circuit consists of a high gain operational
amplifier whose output is fed back to its
inverting input (negative feedback) after
passing through a passive linear feedback
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Figure 5. Simplified SA circuit block.

circuit (PLFC). This PLFC consists of a combination of resistive, capacitive, and/or
inductive components. A signal applied to a PLFC typically exhibits a temporal delay as
the energy from the signal is stored in the electric field of the capacitors and the
magnetic field of the inductors while it passes through these circuit components. Highgain op amps function to reduce the difference between the respective signals applied
to their inverting (-) and non-inverting (+) inputs.

In this circuit configuration, the output signal from the op amp passes through the
feedback circuit incurring a time delay before being applied to the inverting input. This
slightly delayed and inverted output recursively (repeatedly) applied to the inverting
input results in the leading or foremost portions of the input waveform being differentially
amplified, while the lagging portions are attenuated. The number of repeated cycles and
the delay in the feedback loop are a function of the op amp response time and the
overall impedance of the PLFC. For a given op amp, the values of the components
comprising the PLFC in the feedback loop determine the overall signal transforming
characteristics of the temporal advance circuitry.

Alternate explanations for how TASD occurs in electronic circuits have been offered by
other investigators. For example, “…for operational amplifiers with a sufficiently high
gain-feedback product, the voltage difference between the two input signals arriving at
the inverting and non-inverting inputs of the amplifier must remain small at all times. The
operational amplifier must therefore supply a signal with a negative group delay at its
output, such that the positive delay from the passive filter is exactly canceled out by this
negative delay at the inverting input port.” [3] and “…there is sufficient information in the
early portion of any analytic voltage waveform to reproduce the entire waveform earlier
in time” [6].

Empirically, the net result is that “this negative feedback circuit will produce an output
pulse whose peak leaves the output port of the circuit before the peak of the input pulse
arrives at the input port of this circuit” [3].
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IV. Pre- and Post Filtering/Conditioning
A functional block diagram of a single SA circuit is shown in Fig. 6. Depending on the
specific application, an SA circuit may include the following sub-stages:

1. A pre-filter/signal conditioning stage (analog only),
2. A temporal advance circuit stage (analog), and
3. A post-filter/signal conditioning stage (analog or digital).

Figure 6. SA circuit with pre- and post- filtering/signal conditioning.

It is important to note that the pre-filter/signal conditioning stage consists of analog
circuitry (not digital), whereas the post-filter/signal conditioning stage may be
implemented using either analog or digital electronics. Recall that temporal advance
circuitry functions to selectively amplify the very early, signal perturbations (referred to
as forerunners [12]) effectively imparting a temporal advance to the analog signal
detection. If the input signal is subjected to digital filtering/signal conditioning prior to its
application to the temporal advance circuit, these early, low amplitude perturbations
would be lost during the conversion from analog to digital.

Pre-filtering may be used to band limit the incoming signals and, in the case of
cascaded SA circuits (discussed below), reduce or eliminate distorting noise from
preceding stages. Post-filtering may be used to eliminate distortions resulting from the
temporal advance circuit sub-stage. It should also be noted that in order to achieve an
overall signal detection temporal advance, any required pre- and/or post-filter stage
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must operate in less time than the temporal advance achieved by the SA circuit stage.
Readily available operational amplifiers [16-18] and digital converters/processors
(A2D/DSP/D2A combined) [19-21] that can be used for signal conditioning have
response times several orders of magnitude faster than the TASD achievable with lower
frequency applications (under 500 Hz).

V. Comparison of Previous Studies
The results of a number of studies investigating TASD over a range of input signal
bandwidths reveal a consistent relationship between the primary wavelength/pulse
width and the temporal advance that was achieved. For studies in which the input signal
was sinusoidal, the period of the signal’s highest frequency component (representing
the minimum pulse width of the signal) was defined as the pulse width at one half
amplitude of a raised cosine with a period equal to the inverse of the frequency of the
sinusoid.

Table 1 summarizes these results for inputs with half amplitude pulse widths ranging
from about 2 s to 150 µs corresponding to a spectral range of 0.2 Hz to 3.3 kHz. The
summary shows the duration of the temporal advance obtained as a percentage of the
input pulse width. These results are summarized in Fig. 7. The temporal advance
achieved with a single circuit stage relative to the input pulse width ranges from 30 to 40
percent; averaging about 35%. For example, for a bioelectric waveform in which the
range of spectral content of interest is less than 100 Hz and the period is 10 ms, the half
amplitude pulse width is 5 ms.

As such, the signal detection temporal advance

expected from a single circuit stage is about 1.5 ms. Similarly, for a circuit designed for
signals with spectral content less than 25 Hz, the expected detection temporal advance
would be around 5 ms.
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Table 1. Input pulse width/frequency and temporal advance.
Study

Pulse Width

Equivalent
Frequency

Advance

Percent
Advance

Hymel [14]

2.44 s

0.20 Hz

0.9 s

36.9%

Kitano, et al., [4]

1.95 s

0.26 Hz

0.5 s

25.6%

Chaio, et al., [3]

37.5 x 10-3 s

13 Hz

12.1 x 10-3 s

Hymel [14]

-3

20.0 x 10 s
-3

25 Hz

-3

32.3%

5.3 x 10 s

26.5%

-3

Hymel [14]

5.0 x 10 s

100 Hz

1.53 x 10 s

30.6%

Zhilu, et al., [8]

1.57 x 10-3 s

320 Hz

0.66 x 10-3 s

42.0%

Hymel [14]

-3

0.67 x 10 s
-3

750 Hz

-3

0.31 x 10 s

46.5%

-3

Munday, et al [5]

0.17 x 10 s

3000 Hz

0.078 x 10 s

46.8%

Erickson, et al. [22]

0.15 x 10-3 s

3300 Hz

0.047 x 10-3 s

31.7%

Figure 7. Percent signal advance relative to input pulse width (frequency).

VI. SA Circuit Stage Cascading
The signal detection temporal advance that may be achieved in a single circuit stage
appears to be limited to a fraction of the narrowest half-cycle pulse width of its input
analog signal [1,4,5,23]. Serial cascading of SA circuit stages (Fig. 8) to increase the
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overall temporal advance has also been
demonstrated.

It

has

further

been

suggested that the resulting advance
could exceed the narrowest input pulse
width [3,4,23] but is likely limited to a few
(perhaps 2 to 4) pulse rise times (about
one quarter of the equivalent wave
period) [15].
increases

As the temporal advance

through

the

Figure 7. Cascading SA circuits.

cascading of

multiple stages, signal distortion tends to increase due possibly to “ringing” – the
generation of higher frequency components close to the circuit’s resonant frequency. All
this suggests that the overall advance obtainable, even with sequential cascading, may
be limited to about one full period of the highest frequency component of the signal.

Cao, et al, [23] demonstrated that cascading could increase the temporal advance of
the signal within a narrow bandwidth with waveform distortion limited to pulse-width
compression. This however required highly filtered input waveforms [4,23]. It has been
further demonstrated that multi-pole (i.e., having multiple resonances or characteristic
frequencies) SA circuitry may be designed that exhibits a relatively constant temporal
advance and gain for band-limited signals [5].

VII. Extensions using Parallel Arrays
Parallel arrays of narrowband SA circuits (where single SA circuits are additionally
cascaded) may be configured to generate a more application specific input-output
response (Fig. 9). Such a parallel arrangement could provide a mechanism to achieve a
temporal signal advance over specific spectral frequency bands tuned to detect certain
aspects of the incoming analog signal.
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Figure 9. Parallel SA circuit array.

In general, the narrower the spectral band over which the SA circuit operates, the less
complicated the SA circuit design. In addition, the lower the maximum frequency the
greater the detection advance that can be achieved per stage. Thus fewer cascade
stages might be required as the obtainable advance is a function of the highest
frequency (narrowest half-cycle pulse width) in the input signal

Parallel configurations using narrowband SA circuits could yield a more linear
input/output response in terms of gain and temporal advance over narrow spectral
ranges of interest. Further, they could be configured to impart varying delays/advances
over certain spectral ranges, effectively acting as spectral filters temporally separating
waveform components based on their spectral content. In this configuration, an SA filter
band could be employed to differentially advance specific frequency components in
order to reveal certain masked signal elements.

VIII. Circuit Modeling and Simulation
The work described above enabled the design of an SA circuit model that exhibits
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TASD of a band-limited input signal. Our design objectives were to produce a circuit
whose transfer function exhibits 1) a constant temporal advance over a pre-specified
frequency band; 2) a gain response within ± 10% of unity within this frequency band,
and 3) minimal shape distortion of the output signal with respect to the input signal. First
we developed circuit models for the frequency ranges of 1 to 100 and 1 to 500 Hz.
Subsequently, we used these preliminary designs to develop a 1 to 25 Hz model for use
in testing the temporal advancement of ECG (heart beat) waveforms.
Anasoft’s Super-SPICE Gold Professional Circuit Analysis software package was used
to design, simulate and test the models [24]. SPICE was used to numerically simulate
the idealized theoretical performance of the circuit model using the software’s AC
analysis function. This analysis yielded response functions used to compute the circuit
model’s gain, phase and group delay, each with respect to frequency.
It is important to recognize the difference between the development and testing of a
theoretical model and a circuit simulation using SPICE. The theoretical analysis is
dependent on mathematical models and assumes idealized component performance,
whereas the circuit simulation requires the application of signals to the circuit model
taking into account simulated component (manufacturer) performance data. Thus any
theoretical results must subsequently be validated through circuit simulation and
ultimately, in actual circuitry.
Additionally, the refined circuit design was mathematically modeled in order to have
another comparison metric against both the SPICE theoretical and simulated
performance results. For the SPICE simulations we replaced the large value inductors
with gyrator circuits (large valued inductors cannot be physically realized in
microelectronic circuitry). Gyrators use capacitors, resistors and operational amplifiers
to simulate large inductive impedances [25,26]. The performance of the circuits
modeled and simulated using gyrators instead of inductors was practically identical to
the theoretical models using inductors only. Initial efforts involved first replicating and
then later improving upon the design of several SA circuits described in the literature
[3,4,5].
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An SA circuit model that exhibited a fairly constant response over a spectral range of 1
to over 2500 Hz was reported by Munday and Henderson [5]. The main objective of our
work was to develop an SA circuit model that produces a relatively constant gain and
temporal advance response in the frequency band of 1 to 25 Hz. To achieve this, the
initial design work involved changing the circuit component (resistors, capacitors and
inductors) values used in the model reported by Munday and Henderson [5] to lower
values similar to those used by Mitchell and Chaio [1]. The component values were
adjusted iteratively to obtain the desired response characteristics. They were later
replaced with values that match available physical components and accommodate
maximum voltage/current values and leakage currents. Additional refinements to the
design were required for noise suppression and adjusting the output gain.
The refined circuit model incorporates three sub-stages as shown in Fig. 10. The
generalized circuit model transfer function is
H(s) = L{h(t) = h1(t) * h2(t) * h3(t)} 
H(s) = [1 + N1(s)/D1(s)] x [1 + N2(s)/D2(s)] x G

Figure 10. Single stage SA circuit model consisting of three sub-stages.

where s is the complex frequency variable (s = jω), L is the Laplace transform operator,
h(t) is the overall impulse response of the circuit and * is the convolution operator. The
N(s)’s are the resulting complex numerators for the first and second stages, the D(s)’s
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are their complex denominators and G, the third stage, is a scalar gain multiplier
implemented as a resistor voltage divider.

In

this SA circuit design, the function H(s) has four
zeros and four poles (two complex conjugate
pairs for each) all located on the left hand side
of the s plane indicating circuit stability (Fig. 11).
The transient response or settling time of the
circuit is about 375 ms. Once the circuit is
operating, it is allowed to run with input for at
least 375 ms before the circuit output is used.
The design was tested using Gaussian pulses
and Gaussian-windowed sinusoids of various
types (single and triple frequency signals).
Gaussian-windowing (or filtering) was selected
since the majority of the previous SA studies
employed Gaussian waveforms due to their
rapid

spectral

roll-off

and

mathematical

simplicity [1-4,6,23].
Using this circuit model design, a dual-stage
(cascaded) SA circuit board was assembled
and tested the board using a Gaussian pulse
with a half amplitude width of about 2 s as input.
Fig. 12 is a time-lapsed image of a dual-trace
oscilloscope (timescale: 0.5 s/div) showing the
temporally advanced output pulse relative to the
input. The signal detection advance achieved in
each stage was roughly 0.45 s resulting in a 0.9
Figure 11. Poles and zeros of the
SA circuit transfer function.

s overall advance.
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Note the low to moderate amount of
output

distortion

narrowed

pulse

(i.e.,

slightly

width,

skewing

toward the left and increased peak
amplitude) with respect to the input
signal.

Subsequent work focused

on the development of SA circuitry
designed to detect and temporally
advance the ECG of a human
heartbeat.
Figs. 13-15 are graphs of the gain,
Figure 12. SA circuit output vs. input.

phase and group delay response

characteristics respectively of the refined circuit model design (1 to 25 Hz). These
figures show results comparing 1) the mathematical model with the SPICE theoretical
model having 2) inductors, and 3) gyrators replacing inductors. Note that the three plots
in each of Figs. 13-15 overlap each other almost precisely, doubly validating the
findings.

Figure 13. Gain vs. frequency (semi-log plot) for the math, SPICE
inductor and SPICE gyrator-based SA circuit models.
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Figure 14. Phase vs. frequency (linear-linear plot) for the math, SPICE
inductor and SPICE gyrator-based SA circuit models.

Figure 15. Group delay vs. frequency (semi-log plot) for the math, SPICE
inductor and SPICE gyrator based SA circuit models.
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IX. Application to Constructed Signals and Human ECGs
A. Methods
We tested this circuit model’s performance using four types of input signals [13], three
of them “constructed,” plus human ECGs. The constructed signals consisted of 25
waveforms in each of three groups as follows:


Gaussian pulses with half amplitude pulse widths ranging from 20 to 500 ms.
These pulse widths are equivalent to one half of the periods of 1 to 25 Hz
sinusoids,



Gaussian tapered single frequency sine waves ranging from 1 to 25 Hz, and



Gaussian tapered triple frequency sinusoids. To construct each of these input
signals, an integer frequency was randomly selected from each of the following
ranges: 1 to 8 Hz, 9 to 16 Hz, and 17 to 25 Hz. In addition, each of the three
spectral components was scaled by one of three randomly selected gain factors
(0.2, 0.3 and 0.45) in order to ensure that their linear combination did not exceed
the maximum amplitude threshold in the event that the amplitude peaks or
troughs were coincident. .

A number of signal characteristics make the ECG an ideal candidate for the
investigation of SA technology (Fig. 16):
•

The ECG is generally a well-defined waveform containing “signature” voltage
deflections designated P, Q, R, S, T, U with specific time intervals between the
deflections.

•

The QRS complex has a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

•

ECG signal amplitudes are measured in millivolts (vs. microvolts for EEG
signals).

•

A number of cardiac pathologies are reflected not only by changes in ECG
voltage deflections but in deviations from normal of the various time intervals.
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Figure 16. Normal sinus rhythm in the ECG heartbeat pattern.

Twenty single ECG heartbeats from five human subjects were selected for testing (100
ECG waveforms in total). Three of the subjects exhibited normal sinus rhythm and two
subjects exhibited tachycardia (rapid heart rate). Each heartbeat signal was Gaussian
tapered similarly to the single and triple frequency constructed signals to reduce any
high frequency ringing artifacts at the beginning and end points of each signal.
Of the five sets of unfiltered ECG recordings, used as input signals, two of the subject’s
ECG data were recorded with a sampling rate of 1000/s [27] and three [28] were
recorded at 200/s.

The ECG waveforms were “raw” – they were purposely not

subjected to lowpass filtering when acquired in order to study the circuit’s distorting
effects on frequencies beyond the high pass cutoff of the circuit design (25 Hz). The
(input) ECG signals were subsequently upsampled to 20,000/s. This rate far exceeds
the Nyquist criterion [29] thus allowing sufficiently fine measurement of temporal
intervals. Finally, cubic spline interpolation was applied to all the signals, effectively
upsampling them ten more times (to a rate of 200,000/s), in order to provide an even
more precise estimate of results. This increased the apparent resolution of the data
without adding any new information [30].
Fig. 17 shows an example of results obtained when the ECG from a single human
heartbeat was applied to a one-stage SA circuit. We see the clear result that the output
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wave-form of the circuit (red) leads its input (by slightly under 5 ms) with very little
distortion.
To determine the temporal
advance for each test signal,
the cross-correlation function
between the input and output
signals was computed so as
to determine the “lead” value
that

corresponds

to

the

cross-correlation maximum.
This function determines the
linear relationship between
two waveforms as one of
them

is

shifted

in

time

relative to the other [31].
The

circuit

gain

determined

by

the

Mean

Root

was

calculating
Square

(RMS) ratio of the temporally
advanced

signal

output
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Figure 17. Temporally advanced detection of a human
heartbeat.

computed for each type and group of signals studied. In addition to these time domain
measures, extensive Fourier analysis was performed as a cross check against the time
domain results (these results are not specifically reported here).
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B. Temporal Advance and Gain Results
Fig. 18 shows the overall temporal advance results of the simulations for the three
groups of constructed input signals (Gaussian pulses, single frequency and triple
frequency sinusoids) and for each of the five subject’s ECGs. Each bar represents the
mean temporal advance in its respective group with error bars representing. The
results are consistent across the board: The overall mean temporal advance was 4.93
ms with Cv of less than 1%.

Figure 18. Overall temporal advance results.

Fig. 19 shows the results of the gain analyses. Again, the results across the board are
highly consistent with very low variance. The overall mean gain is 0.997 with a Cv of
less than 0.5%.
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Figure 19. Overall gain results.

C. Distortion Ratio
In the majority of the cited TASD studies, temporally advanced output waveforms
exhibit significant waveform distortions observed in the frequency domain. This was
examined in detail with the circuit model. Fig. 12 above shows an example of the
distortion in output signal waveshape in the initial physical circuit. In the frequency
domain, pulse narrowing results in a phase shift to a higher frequency and the skewing
of the pulse results in the introduction of higher frequency components in the output
waveform that are not present in the input waveform. Given the constancy of both the
gain and group delay in the spectral range of interest for the SA circuit model under
investigation, these types of distortion were not expected to be present and in fact were
not evident based on visual inspections of the input/output spectral distributions.
The distortion ratio (DR) [32] may be determined most easily in the frequency domain
by 1) subtracting the spectral magnitude of the input from the corresponding spectral
magnitude of the advanced output at each frequency, 2) the differences are squared
and then summed over all the frequencies of interest, 3) the result is then divided by the
sum of the squares of the input signal magnitude over all frequencies, and 4) finally, the
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square root of the result is taken, giving a root mean square ratio. In equation form
DR = [ ∑f (Y(f) - X(f))2 / ∑f X(f)2 ]1/2,
where the summations are over the frequency range of interest. DRs were computed for
the triple frequency signals and for all ECGs. The overall DR results are summarized in
Fig. 20. The mean DR is less than 8% over all the test signals. For the ECGs, the DR
over the frequency range of 0.5 to 25 Hz is less than 6%.

Figure 20. Input/output distortion ratios.

The ECG results suggest that the majority of the overall distortion occurs in the spectral
range of 0.5 to 25 Hz. The ECG test signals used in this study had not been
(pre)filtered, thus they contain frequencies above 25 Hz. In clinical practice, this spectral
content would normally be reduced or eliminated through first filtering the acquired
ECGs. The input signals were spectrum analyzed to determine the relative distribution
of frequency content above and below 25 Hz. The average results over all of the
subjects showed that spectral content below 25 Hz accounted for over 93% of the total
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amount, while less than 7% comes from spectral content above 25 Hz (up to
approximately 200 Hz).

D. Waveform Dissimilarity
Correlation may be used as a measure of the morphological similarity between two
waveforms [33,34]. Additionally, as stated by Semmlow [35], “in correlation, the
coefficients are normalized to fall between zero and one. This makes the correlation
coefficients insensitive to variations in the gain … or of the scaling of the variables.”
Based on the use of correlation coefficients as a measure of waveform similarity, its
complement, dissimilarity, is naturally defined as the difference between perfect
correlation (1.0) and that between the input and its respective output magnitude spectra.
It therefore provides a relative measure of the morphological dissimilarity between the
waveforms that is unaffected by the gain variation [35,36]. The overall mean
input/output waveform dissimilarity was determined to be less than 0.3% (Fig. 21).

Figure 21. Input/output waveform dissimilarity.
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X. Potential Applications of SA Technology
In general, an SA circuit acts to offset analog signal detection and processing delays
thereby decreasing the overall system response time. As such, ideal applications are
those in which a faster response time will improve performance. These applications
would typically be closed-loop control or interventional type systems. Simple monitoring
applications however, may not derive significant benefit from faster overall signal
detection/processing. As shown in Fig. 7, it is clear that there is an indirect relationship
between a signal’s frequency and the duration of the temporal advance that may be
achieved using a single SA circuit stage. As such, applications in which the analog
signals change more slowly may facilitate implementation of SA technology.
In general, SA technology could be applied to temporally advance 1) narrowband
signals to offset delays associated with filtering, and/or 2) broadband signals (offsetting
overall signal processing delays). In addition, differential SA technology using multiple
spectrally tuned bands of SA circuits might be used to temporally separate overlapping
signal components facilitating masked signal component separation/detection in a host
of responsive systems. It has potential applications in a broad range of signal detection
and processing systems, both biomedical and non-biomedical.

A. Biomedical

SA technology may be well suited for medical instruments and treatment devices as
well as electrophysiological interfaces used in the detection, acquisition and processing
of band-limited analog waveforms produced by the body (e.g., brainwaves such as the
EEG and MEG; neuromuscular potentials – EMG (electromyogram); cardiac rhythms ECG). The ability to provide faster, more immediate detection of and a more rapid
response to anomalous signals or alarm conditions may enable more effective control or
intervention.
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Regarding real-time applications, TASD may offset signal processing delays associated
with the extraction of relevant features thereby improving response times and overall
system performance. Additionally, SA technology using multiple spectrally tuned bands
of single-stage SA circuits in parallel (see Fig. 9) has the potential to temporally shift
overlapping signal components (artifacts/noise) differentially to allow unmasking of
bioelectric signal components of interest, which in turn might facilitate artifact
detection/correction. The ability to temporally separate anomalous or artifactual signal
components based on their spectral content may facilitate earlier detection/intervention.
Some potential biomedical applications include real-time artifact detection/correction,
neural pacing/seizure suppression, neurofeedback/neurotherapy, brain-computer/neural
interfaces, and electrocardiology. Additionally, SA technology could enhance the
performance of physiologically gated diagnostic and therapeutic applications (such as
medical imaging and radiotherapy) by temporally advancing the detection of certain
trigger signals thereby improving target and timing accuracy.
Various sources of artifacts often lead to unwanted signal components that overlap or
mask the electrophysiological signals of interest. Much of the current artifact
detection/correction research focus is on reducing the computational load of present
artifact-rejection algorithms in order to reduce their processing time [37-39]. A number
of these techniques operate in the frequency domain over narrow spectral bands.
In electrocardiology, waveform components indicative of fibrillation (F-waves) or
tachyarrhythmia are typically masked by the large amplitude ventricular QRST complex
[40,41]. Furthermore, the ability to rapidly distinguish life-threatening ventricular
fibrillation from arrhythmias is critical for avoiding lethal consequences given the short
time available to intervene [42,43]. The performance features most critical to successful
seizure suppression and neural pacing include high sensitivity and specificity as well as
rapid or early detection. Earlier detection of epileptiform EEG signals and faster overall
response should improve intervention efficacy [44,45].
In gated imaging and radiotherapy, movement due to either respiration or cardiac
activity has a negative effect on diagnosis and treatment, respectively. In the case of
imaging this is reflected in either poor image quality or the need for additional scans
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(which is difficult on patients) [46,47]. With radiation therapy, movement due to
respiratory or cardiac activity may lead to unintended irradiation of normal tissue and/or
decreased radiation of the targeted cancerous tissue [48,49].
For each of these applications, reducing response times and/or temporally separating
overlapping signals could yield significant improvements in overall system performance.
This may allow for more effective treatment of certain conditions, potentially opening the
door to a whole new class of medical devices that respond faster than any that is
currently available.
For any potential application, the signal characteristics of interest and the application
requirements determine the SA circuit design-performance criteria. For example, in the
case of ECG used in implantable cardioverter/defibrillators (ICDs), the frequency range
of interest is between approximately 10 and 40 Hz (the wave shape is also important
regarding the feature extraction characteristics) [50]. Thus the SA circuit would be
designed to provide a constant advance and gain beyond 40 Hz. Contrast this (ICD)
application with ECG-gated imaging or radiation therapy in which the only requirement
is the detection of the QRS peak. As such, the wave shape is not nearly as important.
Some amount of signal distortion may be acceptable in order to increase the peak
detection temporal advance.
Respiration rates are typically well under 60 breaths per minute (frequency rate: 1 Hz).
Motion of the lungs or other organs resulting from respiration would present a similar
movement profile as that of the respiratory cycle. To temporally advance respiratory
related signals, SA circuitry can be readily developed that would temporally advance
signal detection by over 0.5 sec. In respiratory gated radiation therapy, SA circuitry
designed for such lower cycle rates could provide a much earlier trigger to terminate
tissue irradiation helping to minimize damage to normal tissue and improve target
accuracy.
In studies involving the scalp-recorded EEG, the frequency range of interest is under 70
Hz, whereas some electrocorticographic (ECoG) recording studies (using electrodes
placed directly on the surface of the brain) indicate activity of interest up to 200 Hz
[51,52]. Thus, even for ECoG applications, an SA circuit would need to be designed
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accordingly, with higher frequency requirements imposing greater single stage and
overall cascaded detection temporal advance limitations.
The computational demands of signal interpretation and processing associated with
neural interfaces for prosthetic and/or robotic applications still limit cybernetic
performance, in which “large time delays are associated with (control) feedback loops”
[53]. The steps involved in detecting, processing and interpreting neural signals [54]
result in overall response delays in “smart” prosthetic limbs that are much longer than
biological response times.
In neurofeedback therapy, EEG signals are acquired and fed back to the subject as a
form of operant conditioning [55]. Reducing the amount of feedback delay should
improve the efficacy and efficiency of neurotherapy in general [56,57]. A number of
neurofeedback systems operate on EEG signals with spectral content from the delta
(0.5 to 3.5 Hz) up to the beta range (13 to 30 Hz) [55], others through the gamma range
and higher (up to about 100 Hz) [58]. For an application limited to the beta range, an SA
circuit design similar to that described earlier in this article might suffice.
In essence, SA circuitry must be designed for each specific application and there will be
trade-offs between the temporal advance that may be achieved, the minimum spectral
range required, and the tolerable amount of signal distortion. For SA technology to be
of practical use in electrophysiological applications, the overall temporal advance
achieved must provide a significant offset to the signal processing delay or provide a
usable temporal shift for separating masked or overlapping signal components based
on spectral content. For near-term applications, the temporally advanced output signal
should be a high fidelity representation of the input signal in order to take advantage of
detection, feature extraction and other signal processing methodologies.


Based on previous studies, the signal detection temporal advance that may be
achieved is directly related to the input signal pulse width and inversely related to
the maximum frequency of the signal.



The response time of current analog and digital electronics is significantly less
than the projected signal detection temporal advance that is likely to be attained.
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In conclusion, there appears to be ample evidence that electronic circuitry can be
designed that yields both nearly constant amplitude gain and TASD for a wide variety of
biomedical as well as non-biomedical signal types. Furthermore, based on direct
experimentation and results obtained by a number of investigators, the magnitude of the
temporal advance can be increased by cascading multiple SA circuit stages, provided
that signal distortion and any introduced artifacts (particularly high frequency
oscillations) are kept to a minimum through appropriate and judicious use of filtering and
signal conditioning.

B. Non-biomedical
There are potentially hundred of applications of SA technology involving various types
of sensors that operate in a frequency range up to a few thousand Hz. Categories to
which SA technology more than likely applies include:

Acoustic/Sound/Vibration

Angle/Rotation

Chemical

Distance/Displacement

Electrical/Electromagnetic

Environment/Weather

Flow

Level/Density

Magnetic/Radio

Navigation

Optical/Light/Imaging

Photoelectric Sensors

Position/Pressure/Force

Proximity/Presence

Radiation/Subatomic Particles

Speed/Acceleration

Thermal/Temperature/Heat

Transportation

Potential non-biomedical applications/markets include a broad range of commercial,
industrial, military and transportation areas such as 1) industrial process control, 2)
alarm/detection systems, 3) vehicular/flight control, 4) chemical processing systems, 5)
manufacturing/production and 6) military targeting/weaponry.

In industrial process control, a number of physical parameters such as temperature,
pressure, flow, etc. are closely monitored and provide input data for closed loop
computer control systems that optimize production yields [59,60]. In refining, for
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example in distillation, “ … faster closed loop response (i.e., a shorter natural period) …
provides better disturbance rejection” [61]. The transient response times are measured
in minutes [62,63], making these processes good candidates for the application of SA
technology in order to improve process control response times. The resulting
improvements in product yields and energy savings as well as safety could translate
into millions of dollars in economic benefit.
Compressors run most efficiently when operating near their stability limits. Such
conditions require very fast control response times in order to “… suppress rotating stall
and surge, … (and) extend the stable operating range of the compressor … using
feedback control” [64]. To optimize performance and ensure safe operation, compressor
control systems rely on real-time pressure, temperature and flow measurement to
determine the compressor operating point and surge margin [65]. Overall feedback
response delays negatively affect performance [66]. Reducing or eliminating control
delays using time-optimal control strategies significantly reduce the probability of
compressor stalls and/or surges occurring, thereby enhancing operational stability
margins and increasing productivity, as well as safety [67,68].

In the area of transportation systems, use of TASD could improve crash avoidance,
safety/security, drive-train performance and overall vehicular control (e.g., hybrid and
hydrogen fuel cell performance). For example, in high performance aircraft engine
control systems, real-time detection of inlet airflow distortion is used for high speed
engine control in order to increase engine stability, reduce stall-margin requirements,
increase overall performance, and lower fuel consumption [69].

With gas-turbine engines, improved flow-control performance could “delay separation,
enhance mixing of fluids, create ‘virtual’ shapes modify wake behavior and reduce drag”
[70]. Improvements in flow control includes faster closed-loop fuel flow control,
compressor operation closer to its stall boundary, fuel/air mixing control and air cooling
based on turbine temperature - all areas in which TASD could significantly reduce
system response times and improve performance.
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This discussion has provided just a few examples of non-biomedical applications that
may benefit significantly from use of SA technology. The improvements would most
likely be in operating efficiencies (cost reductions), performance/yield and accident
prevention/reduction.

XI. Summary and Conclusions
The following has been demonstrated with respect to SA circuit technology:


The phenomenon of TASD is implementable in electronic circuitry in which the
output signal is temporally advanced with respect to the complete detection/
acquisition of the circuit input signal.



TASD relates to what some researchers refer to as superluminal wave
propagation. Only portions of the waveform (in particular the detectable group
envelope and never the wave front itself) propagate faster than light speed. As a
result, TASD and systems that implement it do not violate causality.



SA circuitry can be designed such that the temporal advance and signal gain are
constant over a specified frequency band (e.g., 0.5 to 25 Hz) with minimal
waveform distortion.



Both narrowband and wideband analog waveforms (those with multiple spectral
components) can be temporally advanced by SA circuitry.



SA circuit components are, in general, scalable to accommodate specific input
signal spectral ranges.



Based on previous studies, the signal detection temporal advance that may be
achieved is directly related to the input signal pulse width and inversely related to
the maximum frequency of the signal.



The response time of current analog and digital electronics is significantly less
than the projected signal detection temporal advance that is likely to be attained.

In conclusion, there appears to be ample evidence that electronic circuitry can be
designed that yields both nearly constant amplitude gain and TASD for a wide variety of
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biomedical as well as non-biomedical signal types. Furthermore, based on direct
experimentation and results obtained by a number of investigators, the magnitude of the
temporal advance can be increased by cascading multiple SA circuit stages, provided
that signal distortion and any introduced artifacts (particularly high frequency
oscillations) are kept to a minimum through appropriate and judicious use of filtering and
signal conditioning.
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